Introduction {#s1}
============

Throughout the cortex, inhibitory interneurons that express somatostatin (SST) have been implicated in numerous aspects of sensory processing including gain control and/or tuning (Adesnik et al., [@B1]; Wilson et al., [@B43]; Stryker, [@B35]; Seybold et al., [@B34]; Sturgill and Isaacson, [@B36]). SST interneurons inhibit excitatory pyramidal cells (PCs; Fino and Yuste, [@B11]; Pfeffer et al., [@B32]) as well as inhibitory interneurons, including parvalbumin (PV) cells (Pfeffer et al., [@B32]; Xu et al., [@B44]; Jiang et al., [@B16]). Thus, SST-cells can both directly inhibit and indirectly disinhibit PCs (Cottam et al., [@B9]; Xu et al., [@B44]). With respect to direct inhibition, SST-cells primarily inhibit pyramidal cell dendrites and regulate postsynaptic Ca^2+^ signals, spike bursts, spine, and synapse dynamics (Chiu et al., [@B8]; Marlin and Carter, [@B26]; Chen et al., [@B7]). In addition, ongoing SST-cell activity can also modulate excitatory transmission through GABAergic activation of presynaptic GABA~B~ receptors (Urban-Ciecko et al., [@B40]). In contrast to extensive analysis of SST-mediated inhibition in neocortex, little is known about the circuitry of SST-cells in piriform cortex. In this study, we investigate SST-cell properties and inhibitory connectivity in the piriform cortex to gain insight into the roles these interneurons play in olfactory processing.

The anterior piriform cortex (APC) is a trilaminar paleocortex responsible for processing olfactory information (Wilson and Sullivan, [@B42]; Bekkers and Suzuki, [@B2]). PCs are found in layer (L)2/3 and project apical dendrites to L1 to receive direct input from the olfactory bulb (L1A) as well as intracortical excitation (L1B). In addition, PCs project axons throughout L2/3 to recruit feedback or recurrent inhibition from a number of interneuron classes including SST-cells and PV neurons (Haberly and Price, [@B14]; Suzuki and Bekkers, [@B37],[@B38], [@B39]). SST-expressing interneurons account for \~30% of interneurons in piriform cortex (Suzuki and Bekkers, [@B38]). SST-cells have been shown to extend axons to L1B as well as make synaptic connections with PCs (Suzuki and Bekkers, [@B37],[@B38]), although direct dendritic inhibition has not been verified. This suggests that SST-interneurons are poised to regulate dendritic excitability as in neocortical circuits. More recently, optogenetic inactivation of SST-cells revealed that SST-interneuron activity narrows odor-tuning curves through subtractive inhibition (Sturgill and Isaacson, [@B36]). However, it is unclear whether the mechanism involves direct inhibition of PCs, inhibitory interneurons, or both. These studies highlight the importance of understanding how SST-interneurons participate in APC circuits to affect the activity of both pyramidal cell and inhibitory interneurons.

In this study we characterized the expression patterns, intrinsic physiology, and inhibitory connectivity of SST-interneurons in the APC. We used commercially available transgenic mouse lines that target either SST cells (SST-cre and GIN) or PV-cells (PV-cre and G42). These lines are commonly crossed to express GFP in target postsynaptic cells \[GIN, G42, (Oliva et al., [@B30]; Chattopadhyaya et al., [@B6]), and channelrhodopsin (ChR2) in presynaptic cells (cre-lines, (Madisen et al., [@B25])\]. However, we find that the densities and electrophysiological properties of GIN and G42 cells are not representative of the majority of SST and PV interneurons in APC ruling out this strategy. Instead we expressed ChR2 in SST-cre animals and used a clustering algorithm to differentiate postsynaptic interneurons based on intrinsic properties. As expected from neocortical studies, we found that SST-interneurons broadly inhibited a variety of interneuron classes, including putative PV cells. However, in contrast to neocortex (Pfeffer et al., [@B32]), we also found that SST-cells can strongly inhibit each other. Further, we confirm that SST-cells inhibit the distal dendritic and perisomatic regions of PCs. Finally, we discuss potential limitations of these findings due to the expression strategies utilized. Altogether, we provide new information about the distributions and intrinsic properties of SST-cell subtypes in commonly used transgenic lines as well as the inhibitory connectivity of SST-cells in APC circuits. These findings are first step toward understanding the roles SST-interneurons play in odor processing in piriform cortex.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Mice
----

We used six commercially available transgenic mouse lines in this study obtained from Jackson Laboratories. GIN (FVB-Tg(GadGFP)45704Swn/J) and G42(CB6-Tg(Gad1-EGFP)G42Zjh/J) mice express green fluorescent protein (GFP) in subsets of SST and PV interneurons, respectively. SST-cre (SST^*tm2.1*(*cre*)*Zjh*^/J) and PV-cre (*Pvalb*^*tm1*(*cre*)*Arbr*^/J) mice express cre-recombinase under the promoters for SST and PV, respectively. We crossed these cre mice with Ai14 (B6;129S6-*Gt(ROSA)26Sor*^*tm14*(*CAG*−*tdTomato*)*Hze*^/J) or Ai32 (B6.Cg-*Gt(ROSA)26Sor*^*tm32*(*CAG*−*COP4*^\*^*H134R*/*EYFP*)*Hze*^/J) mice to produce offspring that express tdTomato (SST-tdTom, PV-tdTom) or channelrhodopsin (SST-ChR2), respectively. Mice of both sexes were used in all experiments. The University of Pittsburgh IACUC approved all procedures.

Anatomy
-------

GIN, G42, SST-tdTom, or PV-TdTom mice (P200--300) were given an overdose (500 μl) of ketamine (100 mg/kg) and xylazine (10 mg/kg) cocktail then transcardially perfused with ice cold phosphate buffered saline (PBS) followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA). Brains were removed and post-fixed for 24 h in 4% PFA then sunk in 30% sucrose solution overnight. Coronal sections (50 μm) were cut on a freezing microtome and maintained in phosphate buffer prior to immunochemistry or mounting. Every other section was mounted using fluoromount to protect fluorescence and minimize background. Sections were imaged on a Nikon Eclipse-Ci microscope at 4--20x magnifications. Illumination was provided by a mercury lamp (Nikon Intensilight) and delivered through appropriate filter blocks for GFP (495 nm) and tdTomato (585 nm). Light intensity and exposure duration (100--400 ms) were optimized for the first section in a series using automated software (Nikon Elements), then maintained for ensuing sections. Sections were photographed using a CCD HD color camera (Nikon DsFi2). Cell counts were obtained using automated software (Nikon Elements, see below).

Immunochemistry
---------------

To minimize background fluorescence and fading, GFP(+) GIN and G42 cells were stained using anti-GFP immunochemistry (1°: rabbit anti-GFP, \#A11122 Life Technologies, 1:10,000 dilution, 24 h, 20°C; 2°: donkey anti-rabbit Biotin-SP Affinipure \#711-065-0152, Jackson Immunoresearch Laboratories, 1:100 dilution, 1 h, 20°C) followed by avidin-biotin-peroxidase reaction (Elite Kit, Vector Laboratories) using 3,3′-diaminobenzidine (DAB). PV expressing cells were immunostained using rabbit anti-parvalbumin (1°: PV27, Swant, 1:1000, 48 h, 4°C; 2°: donkey anti-rabbit Alexa-fluor-488, \#A21206 Life Technologies, 1:500, 3 h, 20°C). SST expressing cells were immunostained using rabbit anti-somatostatin (1°: Ab20067 Immunostar, 1:500, 48 h, 4°C; 2°: donkey anti-rabbit Alexa-fluor-488, \#A21206 Life Technologies, 1:500, 3 h, 20°C). Prior to staining, tissue was blocked in 10% normal donkey serum (1 h). Specificity controls for the secondary antibodies were performed by excluding the 1° antibody in a small number of sections (*n* = 4). Only faint neuropil fluorescence was visible and no cell bodies were stained.

*In vitro* slice preparation
----------------------------

Brain slices of APC were prepared from mice aged P18--30. The mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and decapitated. The brain was removed from the skull and immersed in ice cold oxygenated (95% O~2~-5% CO~2~) ACSF (in mM: 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 25 NaHCO~3~, 1.25 NaH~2~PO~4~, 1.0 MgCl~2~, 25 Dextrose, 2.5 CaCl~2~; all chemicals from Sigma, USA unless otherwise stated). Parasagittal slices (300 μm) were made using a vibratome (Leica Biosystems) in ice cold ACSF. The slices were transferred to warm ACSF (37°C) for 30 min and then rested at 20°--22°C for 1 h prior to recording (31°--35°C).

Electrophysiology
-----------------

Whole cell, voltage and current clamp recordings were performed using a MultiClamp 700B amplifier (Molecular Devices, Union City, CA). Data were low pass filtered (4 kHz) and digitized at 10 kHz using an ITC-18 (Instrutech) controlled by custom software (Recording Artist, <https://bitbucket.org/rgerkin/recording-artist>) written in IgorPro (Wavemetrics). Recording pipettes (4--10 MΩ) were pulled from borosilicate glass (1.5 mm, outer diameter) on a Flaming/Brown micropipette puller (Sutter Instruments). The series resistance (\< 22 MΩ) was not corrected. The intracellular solution consisted of (in mM) 130 K-gluconate, 5 KCl, 2 MgCl~2~, 4 ATP-Mg, 0.3 GTP, 10 HEPES, and 10 phosphocreatine, 0.05% biocytin. In a subset of PCs, a Cs-gluconate internal solution was used (100 Gluconic Acid, 5 MgCl~2~, 0.2 EGTA, 40 HEPES, 2 ATP-Mg, 0.3 GTP, 0.05% biocytin, titrated to pH 7.2 with 50% Cs-OH). When IPSCs were recorded, 4.5 μM QX-314 was also added to the internal solution. Recordings were obtained from L2/3 PCs as well as interneurons in lower L2 and L3. Neurons were visualized using infrared-differential interference contrast microscopy (IR-DIC, Olympus). PCs were identified using intrinsic properties and post hoc anatomical reconstruction (Neurolucida). In transgenic mice, interneurons were targeted using red (tdTom) or green (GFP) fluorescence. For studies involving ChR2 stimulation, neurons were targeted based on the absence of yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) fluorescence. In the absence of fluorescence, neural identification was based on intrinsic properties. In all neurons, the input resistance (*R*~in~), time constant (τ~m~), and sag due to *I*~h~ current, were assessed in current clamp using a series of hyperpolarizing and depolarizing current steps (−50 to 50 pA, 1 s duration). Input resistance was the slope of a linear fit of the relationship between the change in voltage and current amplitude for steps between (−50 and 50 pA in 10 pA increments). Membrane time constant was determined based on the monoexponential fit of the falling phase of the voltage response to a −50 pA current injection. Sag was measured as the difference in voltage between the onset (first 50 ms) and last 100 ms of a −50 pA step. To assess spike responses a series of depolarizing steps (1 s duration, 0--1000 pA, 100 pA stepsize) was used. Rheobase was taken as the minimum current to elicit spike responses. Spike width was assessed at rheobase and taken as the average full-width at spike half-height. Interspike interval (ISI) analyses (adaptation ratio and CV) were conducted on spike responses to current injection 100 pA above rheobase. Adaptation ratio corresponded to the last ISI divided by the first ISI, while the CV of the ISI was the standard deviation of the ISI divided by the mean ISI.

Light stimulation
-----------------

Blue light (λ = 460--488 nm, GFP block, Olympus) for full-field optical stimulation was provided by metal halide lamp (200W, Prior Scientific) passed through the microscope objective (60x, immersion, Olympus). Based on our measurements, the light intensity at the tissue is estimated to be \~3--4 mW. Light pulses were controlled using a mechanical shutter (Sutter Instruments). Light intensity and duration (20 ms) was chosen to reliably evoke at least one spike in SST-cells although multiple spikes were frequently observed. This was advantageous because weak synapses that undergo short-term potentiation are more likely to be observed. Since these are inhibitory neurons and there is no evidence of depolarizing inhibition at threshold membrane potentials, polysynaptic responses are unlikely under these recording conditions.

Drug application
----------------

The GABA~A~ receptor antagonist, Gabazine (GZ, 40 μM in ACSF) was loaded into a regular patch pipette and locally applied using a gentle positive pressure (\< 1--5 s duration) from a 1 cc syringe by hand. GZ was applied within 20 μm of the soma of the recorded cell or in L1B directly above the recorded cell or at both locations simultaneously. Pressure was sufficient to minimally distort tissue in a region \~50 μm around the injection site but did not alter recordings in the absence of GZ. Slices were oriented such that bath flow was perpendicular to the somatodendritic axis of the pyramidal cell to minimize diffusion between somatic and dendritic application sites.

Data analysis
-------------

All summary data is presented as the mean ± standard error (*SE*) with the exception of medians and quartiles (Q~1~, Q~3~) where noted in the text.

### Cell counts

Neural densities were quantified as number of cells per mm^2^ in regions of interest (ROI) within the ventral anterior piriform cortex (vAPC). Every other coronal section was analyzed spanning 600--1000 μm along the rostral-caudal extent of the APC. For each mouse, densities were averaged across 6--10 sections. To obtain total cell density, ROIs extended from L1A to the anterior commissure encompassing L1B, L2, L3, and when present, endopiriform (EP) areas. For laminar densities, ROIs corresponded to the entirety of each layer within vAPC. In sections from both SST-tdTom and PV-tdTom mice, the neuropil was sufficiently fluorescent to visualize L2 as densely packed dark voids corresponding to unlabeled neurons. These dark voids were more diffuse in L3. Endopiriform areas were difficult to distinguish. In SST-tdTom mice, the L3/EP edge was defined by the transition from larger multipolar cells to smaller elongated tdTom(+) somas (Kowianski et al., [@B20]). This edge could not be discerned in PV-tdTom mice so counts in EP were not explicitly performed and L3 counts include EP. Counts were made in a single focus plane for each section at 4x magnification chosen to maximize the number of cells in focus (but see exception below). For fluorescent markers (tdTom or GFP) automated cell counts within a region of interest (ROI) were obtained based on fluorescence intensity and circularity using Elements Software (Nikon). Neurons that were immunostained and/or double-labeled (tdTom+GFP) cells were counted by hand within defined ROIs. Compared to PV immunostaining, SST immunostaining was weaker, punctate, and did not always fill the soma. For this reason, cell counts were performed at 20x magnification across a 20--30 μm *z*-stack (1 μm intervals, 2--3 ROIs per section). Two researchers independently verified all counts.

### Cluster analysis

Neurons were grouped on the basis of subthreshold and/or suprathreshold intrinsic properties using hierarchical clustering algorithm using Ward\'s method implemented in R \[Free Statistics Software, Wessa.net (Wessa, [@B41])\]. Prior to clustering, all data was standardized to obtain *z*-values. For sequential clustering, defined groups of neurons were removed to enhance differentiation of remaining clusters. In these cases, *z*-values were recalculated using the remaining data set.

### Analysis of inhibition

Electrophysiology traces of IPSCs are presented as the average across trials for individual neurons. IPSC strength was taken as the area (pAs) under the IPSC. Average IPSCs with minimum amplitude of 10 pA were included for analyses; smaller IPSCs were not distinguishable from noise.

### Statistics

Due to the nature of the data we used a number of statistical tests. Here, we provide a justification for cases in which the conditions for Student\'s *t*-test or ANOVA are not met. For small sample sizes (\< 10) non-parametric Mann-Whitney *U*-tests (MWU) and Wilcoxon Signed Ranks tests (WSR) were used for unpaired and paired data, respectively. For equal variances and multiple comparisons we used ANOVA with *post-hoc* Tukey Test (ANOVA-Tukey). For multiple comparisons with unequal variance we used Welch\'s ANOVA (ANOVA-Welch). For groups with unequal variance and sample sizes, multiple comparisons of the distributions were made using the non-parametric, Kruskal-Wallis test (KW-test). The remaining statistical comparisons were made using parametric paired or unpaired Student\'s *t*-tests or ANOVA without correction. All statistical tests are indicated in the main text.

Results {#s3}
=======

We used transgenic mouse lines to target either SST interneurons (GIN and SST-cre) or PV interneurons (G42 or PV-cre). Our initial goal was to cross SST-cre mice with G42 mice to investigate the inhibitory connectivity between SST and PV interneurons. However, these transgenic lines have not been previously characterized in piriform cortex, so we first investigated the anatomical distributions and electrophysiological properties of interneurons targeted in these lines. SST-cre or PV-cre lines were crossed with Ai14 mice to express the red fluorescent protein, tdTomato, in SST and PV-cells (denoted: SST-tdTom and PV-tdTom). The GIN and G42 lines express GFP in SST and PV cells, respectively. To minimize background fluorescence and fading we used anti-GFP immunochemistry to stain GFP(+) cells in tissue from GIN and G42 mice (see Methods).

Distribution of SST and PV interneurons in piriform cortex
----------------------------------------------------------

First we investigated the total density (across layers) as well as laminar densities of tdTom(+) cells in SST-tdTom mice. We focused on the region of vAPC that contains the lateral olfactory tract (L1A). As expected based on immunohistochemistry studies (Suzuki and Bekkers, [@B38]), we found a high density (100 ± 5.83 cells/mm^2^, *n* = 6 mice) of SST-tdTom cells in APC (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Co-labeling with an antibody to SST revealed that the majority, 75 ± 3% of SST-tdTom cells express somatostatin \[SST(+)\] consistent with previous findings (Nassar et al., [@B28]; Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, *n* = 7 ROIs, from two mice see Methods). It should be noted that SST immunolabeling varied in intensity across cells and may underestimate true co-labeling. The highest densities of SST-tdTom (*n* = 4 mice, Figures [1A,C1,E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) and SST(+) co-labeled cells (84 ± 2%) were found in L3 and endopiriform (EP). A number of other patterns were also apparent. First, a small number of SST-tdTom cells lined the border between L1A and L1B (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Second, with the exception of a cluster of cells at the dorsal edge of the LOT near the rhinal fissure (asterisks, Figures [1A,C1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), the density of SST-tdTom cells in L2 was relatively low. Further, the percentage of SST(+) co-labeled cells was lowest in L2 (41 ± 5%). And finally, there was strongly fluorescent neuropil in L1B and L2/3 consistent with dendritic and/or axonal and terminal projections from SST-tdTom cells (Figures [1C2,D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). It has been suggested that SST-cells primarily inhibit dendrites while PV-cells inhibit somas. Since L1B is the location of the proximal apical dendrites of PCs, we compared the intensity of this fluorescence between SST-tdTom and PV-tdTom mice. To control for variations in fluorescence across sections and animals, average intensity over a small area (140 μm^2^) in L1B was normalized by the average intensity of a comparable area in the L1A. Only tissue from animals with low background fluorescence in L1A was used (SST-tdTom: *n* = 3 mice, PV-tdTom: *n* = 2 mice). Normalized intensity values (6--8 sections per animal) were compared between all animals. We found that L1B fluorescence did not significantly differ within SST-tdTom or PV-tdTom groups but was significantly higher in SST-tdTom mice compared to PV-tdTom mice (^\*^*p* \< 0.05, ^\*\*^*p* \< 0.01; ANOVA-Welch Figure [1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) These findings suggest SST-cells are poised to mediate dendritic inhibition of PCs in L1B.

![**Distributions of SST-cre cells in anterior piriform cortex. (A)** Sagittal section of anterior piriform cortex from an SST-tdTom mouse (mouse \#JP01). Lamina are labeled (L1A, L1B, L2, L3, EP), asterisk (^\*^) corresponds to dorsal/rostral L2 density of SST-cre cells. 4x magnification, Scale bar: 200 μm. **(B)** Co-expression of SST-tdTom cells with anti-somatostatin immunolabeling \[SST(+), green\]. SST(+) cells are shown with filled arrows while SST(−) cells are labeled with open arrows (20x, scale bars 100 μm; **B1**) SST-tdTom expression (red; **B2**) SST-immunolabeling (green; **B3**) Merge of **(B1,B2)** showing co-expression (yellow). **(B4)** Minimal overlap of PV-tdTom (red, mouse KM04) and SST(+) cells (green). **(C1)** Coronal section from opposite hemisphere of mouse \#JP01 shown in **(A)**. Labels as in **(A)**, 4x magnification, Scale bar: 200 μm. **(C2)** Enlarged (10x) area of **(C1)** showing tdTom fluorescence in L1B corresponding to projections from SST-cells. Scale bar: 200 μm. **(D)** Enlarged (20x) area of box shown in **(A)**. Scale bar: 100 μm. **(E)** Average density of SST-cells in each layer for four different mice from two different litters (denoted JP, KG). Points shown in red correspond to data from mouse \#JP01 shown in panels **(A)** and **(C1,C2)**. **(F)** Ratio of fluorescence in L1B:L1A for three SST-tdTom mice and two PV-tdTom mice. Each point corresponds to one coronal section. The fluorescence ratio did not significantly differ between SST-tdTom mice but was significantly higher in individual SST-tdTom vs. PV-tdTom mice (^\*^*p* \< 0.05; ^\*\*^*p* \< 0.01, ANOVA-Welch). ac, anterior commissure.](fncir-10-00062-g0001){#F1}

In neocortex, GIN mice express GFP in a few subtypes of SST-cells including dendrite targeting Martinotti cells in superficial L2/3 (Ma et al., [@B24]; McGarry et al., [@B27]). When we analyzed the distributions of GIN cells in piriform cortex (*n* = 4 mice) we found an exceptionally low density of GFP(+) GIN cells (6.21 ± 2.23 cells/mm^2^) compared to SST-tdTom cells in piriform cortex (100 ± 5.83 cells/mm^2^) or GIN cell density in neocortical somatosensory cortex (31.4 ± 9.51 cells/mm^2^, Figures [2A,D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). We crossed a heterozygous SST-tdTom mouse with a GIN mouse to quantify double labeling between SST-tdTom and GIN cells. While GIN cells co-localized with SST-tdTom cells, double labeling was sparse in APC, typically only 1--4 cells per section or 1% of SST-tdTom cells (*n* = 2 mice, Figures [2B,E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Double labeling was much higher in neocortex (9%; Figures [2C, E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). These overlap percentages were lower than expected based on raw counts of GIN and SST-tdTom cells in APC (\~6%) or previous reports in neocortex \[15--20%, (Ma et al., [@B24])\]. The most likely explanation is that the raw GFP fluorescence in GIN cells was weak and difficult to distinguish from background compared to DAB stained tissue. Nonetheless, these findings suggest that SST-cells labeled in the GIN line (i.e., Martinotti cells) are only a very small subset of all SST-cells in APC.

![**Minimal co-expression of GFP and tdTom in GIN and SST-cre lines. (A)** GFP(+) GIN cells labeled using anti-GFP antibodies and DAB (see Methods) in sections of anterior piriform cortex **(A1)** and neocortex (Neo) **(A2)** from a GIN mouse. 4x magnification, Scale bar: 200 μm. **(B)** Merged tdTom (SST-cre) and GFP (GIN) fluorescence in APC from an SST-tdTom-GIN mouse. White arrows indicate co-labeled cells. **(B1)** 4x magnification, Scale bar: 200 μm. **(B2--B4)** Region shown in **(B1)** enlarged (20x, scale bar 100 μm) in for SST-tdtom cells (red, **B2**), GIN cells (GFP, **B3**) and merged **(B4)** to show double labeled cells (yellow). Very few SST-tdtom cells double label with GIN cells in APC. **(C1)** Merged tdTom (SST-cre) and GFP (GIN) fluorescence in neocortex from the same SST-tdTom-GIN mouse as in B. **(C2)** Region shown in **(C1)**, enlarged (20x, scale bar 100 μm) showing a higher proportion of SST-tdTom cells co-label with GFP(+) GIN cells (yellow, arrows) in neocortex. Scale bars as in **(B)**. **(D)** Summary plots showing the average density of SST-tdTom cells in APC compared to GIN cells in APC and Neocortex. **(E)** Percent overlap between SST-tdTom and GIN cells in APC and neocortex. Tu, olfactory tubercle.](fncir-10-00062-g0002){#F2}

Next we turned our attention to transgenic lines targeting PV interneurons. In PV-tdTom mice (*n* = 5) the densities and laminar distributions of tdTom(+) cells were also consistent with previous reports (Gavrilovici et al., [@B13]; Suzuki and Bekkers, [@B38]). Overall, the average density of PV-tdTom (48.2 ± 2.96 cells/mm^2^, *n* = 5 mice) cells was significantly lower than SST-tdTom cells (100 ± 5.83 cells/mm^2^, *n* = 6 mice p:0.008, MWU-test). The majority of PV-tdTom somas were found at the L2/3 border and extended to deep L3. A small number of tdTom(+) cells were also consistently found at the L1A/B border (Figures [3A,B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, *n* = 4 mice). Diffuse fluorescence corresponding to axons and dendrites was most prominent L2/3 (Figures [3A1,A2](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Within L2/3, punctate labeling was visible surrounding darker voids (unlabeled somas) consistent with basket-like synapses (Figure [3A3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, PV-tdTom cells sent fewer axonal projections to L1B than SST-cells (Figures [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, [3A1--A3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Distributions of PV-cre cells in anterior piriform cortex. (A1)** Coronal section from a PV-tdTom mouse (KM04). 4x magnification, Scale bar: 200 μm. **(A2)** Enlarged (10x) area of A1 showing a lack tdTom fluorescence in L1B but strong fluorescence in L2. Scale bar: 100 μm. **(A3)** Enlarged (20x) area of box shown in **(A2)**. Note punctate tdTom fluorescence outlining dark voids (arrows) suggestive of basket synapses. Scale bar: 50 μm. **(B)** Average density of PV-cells in each layer for four different mice from two different litters (denoted JX, KM). Points shown in red correspond to data from mouse KM04 shown in panels **(A1--A3)**. **(C)** Anti-GFP labeling in coronal sections from a G42 mouse **(C1)** APC **(C2)** Neocortex (Neo). 4x magnification, Scale bar: 200 μm.](fncir-10-00062-g0003){#F3}

Surprisingly, GFP(+) neurons in the G42 line differed in nearly every aspect from cells in the PV-cre line. First, the density of GFP(+) G42 cells was very low in piriform cortex (11.34 cells/mm^2^, *n* = 1 mouse, Figure [3C1](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) compared to PV-tdTom cells (48.2 ± 2.96 cells/mm^2^, *n* = 5 mice, Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) or G42 cells in neocortex (35.67 cells/mm^2^, Figure [3C2](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Second, the majority of G42 cells were located deep in L3 or endopiriform areas. This was true both in histological sections and for GFP(+) neurons recorded from G42 mice (data not shown). Since G42 mice are heterozygous, there is low probability of obtaining a triple transgenic mouse (\~ \< 1/litter) from crosses of G42 and PV-tdTom mice. Thus, we were unable ascertain the overlap between G42 cells and PV-tdTom populations. However, given the sparseness and location of G42 cells we expect that G42 cells represent a very small subpopulation of PV cells in piriform cortex.

Recent studies have suggested that the SST-cre transgenic line is vulnerable to off-target recombination and that \~6--14% of neurons express PV rather than SST (Hu et al., [@B15]; Pfeffer et al., [@B32]; Nassar et al., [@B28]). We analyzed anti-parvalbumin immunostaining \[PV(+)\] in tissue from one PV-tdTom mouse (KM04 Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and two SST-tdTom mice (JP04, Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, and IY05) to quantify co-labeling between tdTom(+) and PV(+) cells in the two cre-lines. In KM04 and JP04, the average densities of PV(+) cells (42.1 ± 7.72, 39.5 ± 4.75 cells/mm^2^) were comparable to the average density of PV-tdTom cells reported above, but there were fewer PV(+) cells in IY05 (19.8 ± 3.08) (Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). As expected for the PV-cre line, 95 ± 3% of tdTom(+) cells were PV(+) in APC of PV-tdTom mice (KM04, Figures [4A,D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In the SST-tdTom animals, 6 ± 1% (IY05) and 16 ± 2% (JP04) of tdTom(+) cells were PV(+) (Figures [4B,D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Since a majority of recorded interneurons were in deep L2 and L3, we also investigated co-expression by layer in SST-cre mice (Figure [4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Co-expression was variable in L1 (IY05: 18 ± 2%, JP04: 47 ± 9%) likely due to the low densities of SST and PV interneurons in this layer. The percentages of PV(+), SST-tdTom cells in L2 (IY05: 4 ± 1%, JP04: 10 ± 3%), L3 (IY05: 10 ± 1%, JP04: 15 ± 2%), and EP (IY05: 10 ± 2%, JP04: 15 ± 3%) were comparable to values reported for L4 of neocortex (Hu et al., [@B15]). Given the lower densities of PV cells in APC, a higher average proportion of PV(+) cells co-expressed tdTom in SST-cre animals (IY05: 57 ± 5%, JP04: 55 ± 4%) and co-expression varied across layers (Figure [4F](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). We also investigated whether PV-tdTom cells co-express SST using anti-somatostatin immunolabeling. We found 6 ± 1% of PV-tdTom cells were SST(+; Figure [1B4](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, *n* = 3 sections from KM04). Altogether, these findings suggest the potential for off-target recombination in PV-cells in the SST-cre line in APC is comparable to other cortical areas. In the following sections we will discuss variable degrees of influence off-target recombination may have on our results.

![**Co-expression of parvalbumin and tdTomato in PV-Cre and SST-Cre lines**. Anti-parvalbumin immunostaining in **(A)** PV-tdTom mouse (KM04) and **(B)** SST-tdTom mouse (JP04). Sections from both animals were stained in the same experiment. Upper panels show the APC (4x magnification), lower panels show area indicated by dashed box at higher magnification (20x) Left panels: tdTom(+) neurons (red) in the PV-tdTom **(A)** or SST-tdTom **(B)** animals; middle panels: PV(+) interneurons labeled with GFP (green); and right panels: co-expression tdTom(+) and PV(+) cells (yellow). **(C)** Density of tdTom(+) cells in the PV-tdTom (KM04, blue) and two SST-tdTom (JP04, red; IY05, pink) mice. Dashed lines correspond to average densities of tdTom(+) cells reported for all SST-tdTom (red) and PV-tdTom (blue) mice. The green bars correspond to the density of PV(+) cells in each mouse. **(D)** Co-expression of PV(+) and tdTom(+) as a percentage of tdTom(+) cells in PV-tdTom (blue) or SST-tdTom (red) mice or as a percentage of PV(+) cells (green) in each mouse. **(E)** Co-expression of PV(+) and tdTom(+) as a percentage of tdTom(+) cells in SST-tdTom mice (JP04 red, IY05 pink) by layer. **(F)** Co-expression of PV(+) and tdTom(+) as a percentage of PV(+) cells in SST-tdTom tissue (JP04 dark green, IY05 light green) by layer.](fncir-10-00062-g0004){#F4}

Electrophysiological properties of SST and PV interneurons in piriform cortex
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

SST interneurons are commonly described as regular spiking (RS) or low-threshold spiking (LTS) while PV-interneurons are typically fast spiking (FS). However, a variety of spiking phenotypes, including FS, have been described for SST-cells (Ma et al., [@B24]; McGarry et al., [@B27]; Nassar et al., [@B28]). We endeavored to classify SST-cre cells in piriform cortex based on intrinsic subthreshold and suprathreshold electrophysiology. We used a hierarchical clustering algorithm to classify interneurons recorded in L3 from SST-cre, PV-cre, GIN, and G42 lines.

Eight parameters were used for clustering---input resistance (*R*~in~), membrane time constant (τ~m~), sag, rheobase, spike width, max firing rate, adaptation ratio (AR), and coefficient of variation of the interspike interval (CV~ISI~; see Methods, Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Initial statistical analysis of the intrinsic properties between the four cell classes (ANOVA-Tukey, Figure [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) revealed that GIN and G42 cells differed from cells recorded in the cre-lines but did not distinguish between SST-cre and PV-cre cells. Following this, the interneurons were divided into two main branches and four clusters (Labeled 1--4, Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) using Ward\'s clustering algorithm. The first branch consisted of PV-cre cells and a majority of SST-cre interneurons while GIN and G42 neurons comprised the second branch (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). SST-cre neurons showed the greatest diversity of responses and were found in all four clusters. G42 cells were the most homogeneous and all-but-one neuron comprised a single cluster (\#4). Thus, we performed additional clustering analyses using neurons from the three clusters (\#1--3) that encompassed the majority of SST-cre cells and excluded G42 cells. For each additional clustering analysis, *z*-scores were recalculated with respect to the members involved. In clustering analyses that included both the full data set (Figure [5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) and the three selected clusters (Figure [5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), a subset of SST-cre neurons consistently clustered with GIN cells. Like GIN cells, these neurons could be classified as RS (Figure [5E](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) and had intrinsic properties that, with the exception of spike width, did not significantly differ from GIN cells (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Since these neurons also significantly differed from the remaining SST-cre cells, we denoted these cells as RS SST-cre cells and removed them, along with GIN cells from additional clustering analyses. The electrophysiological responses of the remaining 13/19 SST-cre cells were indistinguishable "by eye" from those of PV-cre cells (Figures [5F,G](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Both classes showed fast-spiking (FS) responses to depolarizing steps and had maximum firing rates near 200 Hz. However, direct statistical comparison of intrinsic properties between FS SST-cre cells and PV-cre cells revealed significant differences between these classes (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). Further, cluster analysis based on the 8 parameters produced two clusters with minimal misclassification (*n* = 5/25, Figure [5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, left). Neurons clustered in the predominantly PV group (including SST-cre cells) were more likely to exhibit stuttering or irregular FS bursts characterized by a significantly greater CV~ISI~ (1.3 ± 0.3) than the SST group (0.13 ± 0.03, *p*: 0.002, *t*-test) which exhibit tonic-FS responses. Finally, we performed one final cluster analysis using just subthreshold parameters (*R*~in~, τ~m~ and sag) that are available under conditions when spiking is blocked. Surprisingly, three parameters were sufficient to produce two clusters corresponding to PV and SST cells, with just 2 misclassified SST-cre cells (Figure [5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, right). Sag was the factor that differed most significantly between SST-cre (0.48 ± 0.08 mV) and PV-cre (0.10 ± 0.02 mV, *p*: 0.0002, unpaired *t*-test) interneurons.

![**Electrophysiological properties SST and PV cells in Cre, GIN, and G42 lines. (A)** Comparisons of subthreshold (*R*~in~, input resistance; τ~m~, time constant; Sag) and suprathreshold electrophysiological properties (Rheobase, spike width, maximum firing rate, adaptation ratio, and CV~ISI~: coefficient of variation of the interspike interval) in target neurons from anterior piriform cortex in SST-cre (red), PV-cre (blue), GIN (yellow), and G42 (green) mice. Statistical significance assessed using ANOVA-Tukey for multiple comparisons (^\*^*p* \< 0.05; ^\*\*^*p* \< 0.01, n.s., not significant). **(B)** Clustering of all interneurons using the eight electrophysiological parameters in **(A)**. **(C)** Clustering of SST-cre cells (red) as fast spiking (FS) with PV-cre (blue) or regular spiking (RS) with GIN (yellow) cells using eight parameters, in the absence of G42 cells. **(D)** In the absence of RS cells, FS cells cluster as either PV-cre or SST-cre with minimal error (five cells) using eight parameters (left). CV~ISI~(inset) significantly differs between stuttering FS-cells (mainly PV) and tonic FS cells (mainly SST; *p* \< 0.01, unpaired *t*-test). SST-cre and PV-cre cells cluster with even less error (right, two cells) when only three subthreshold properties (*R*~in~, τ~m~, and Sag) are used. **(E)** Examples of RS SST cells in SST-cre and GIN mice. Numbers correspond to individual cells in clustering diagrams **(B--D)**. **(F)** Examples of FS SST-cre exhibiting both stuttering (Stut-FS) and tonic-FS responses. **(G)** Examples of FS PV-cre cells exhibiting both stuttering (Stut-FS) and tonic-FS responses. **(H)** Left, Examples of G42 cells recorded in APC showing unusual adapting and/or rebound responses. Right, Example of G42 cell recorded in neocortex showing classic stuttering-FS response.](fncir-10-00062-g0005){#F5}

###### 

**Intrinsic properties of identified interneurons in SST-Cre, PV-Cre, GIN, and G42 transgenic lines**.

  **Cluster**   **Type**   ***n***   ***R*~in~**      **τ~m~**          **Sag**             **Rheo**         **SW**                **Max FR**    **AR**            **CV~ISI~**
  ------------- ---------- --------- ---------------- ----------------- ------------------- ---------------- --------------------- ------------- ----------------- -------------
  RS            SST-cre    6         174 ± 47.5       12.7 ± 2.01       0.49 ± 0.16         200 ± 51.6       1.14 ± 0.19           72.0 ± 21.5   4.33 ± 1.03       0.56 ± 0.22
                GIN        10        206 ± 46.1       15.1 ± 2.13       0.41 ± 0.13         170 ± 21.3       **1.80** ± **0.13**   65.3 ± 6.96   4.86 ± 0.99       0.21 ± 0.03
  FS            SST-cre    13        **113 ± 11.3**   **6.22 ± 0.59**   ***0.48 ± 0.08***   **330 ± 28.6**   0.42 ± 0.02           199 ± 16.9    **1.44 ± 0.10**   0.43 ± 0.16
                PV-cre     11        74.0 ± 7.93      4.65 ± 0.39       0.10 ± 0.02         463 ± 40.9       0.40 ± 0.02           193 ± 19.5    1.17 ± 0.07       1.06 ± 0.39
  G42           G42 APC    17        456 ± 39.1       21.3 ± 1.93       2.31 ± 0.36         70.6 ± 11.7      1.00 ± 0.05           71.8 ± 10.0   4.33 ± 0.93       0.31 ± 0.06
                G42 Neo    4         63.8 ± 3.83      4.25 ± 0.48       0.16 ± 0.12         566 ± 33.3       0.36 ± 0.07           224 ± 19.2    1.33 ± 0.15       0.46 ± 0.34

SST-cre interneurons were separated according to whether they clustered with regular spiking (RS) GIN cells or fast spiking (FS) PV-cre cells. Statistical comparisons of the mean ± SE were made between SST-cre cells and GIN cells in the RS cluster and between SST-cre cells and PV-cells in the FS cluster. Significant differences at a p \< 0.05 level are indicated in bold and p \< 0.01 are bold-italicized (unpaired t-tests). The mean ± SE values are also listed for G42 cells in anterior piriform cortex (APC) and G42 cells in neocortex but not statistically compared due to the low sample size of neocortical cells. R~in~, input resistance (MΩ); τ~m~, time constant (ms), Sag (mV); Rheo, rheobase (pA); SW, Spike width (ms); Max FR, maximum firing rate (Hz); AR, adaptation ratio; and CV~ISI~, coefficient of variation of interspike intervals.

Could misclassified SST-cre cells be due to off-target recombination in PV(+) cells? The percentage of misclassified SST-cre cells is \~10--16% (\~2--3 cells of 19, Figure [5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Given that we randomly targeted SST-tdTom cells in L3, the chance of selecting a PV(+) cell is expected to be \~6--16% (Figure [4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, it is possible that these "misclassified" cells may indeed be PV-cells.

To summarize, these findings demonstrate that SST neurons in piriform cortex can exhibit RS responses (*n* = 6/19) similar to GIN cells as well as FS-tonic (*n* = 10/19) and FS-stuttering (*n* = 3/19) responses like PV cells. Moreover, FS SST-cells are more frequently recorded (\~70%) than RS cells (\~30%) in piriform cortex. The similarity between FS SST cells and PV interneuron responses can make these classes difficult to distinguish in the absence of fluorescent markers. The prevalence of stuttering-FS responses in PV-cells over tonic-FS patterns in SST-cells suggests that firing pattern may be useful in this regard. However, given that SST-cells are far more likely to exhibit sag responses that are \>0.25 mV, this criterion may be a better indicator of SST-cells.

For completeness we also evaluated the intrinsic properties of G42 cells in piriform/endopiriform areas. Intriguingly, despite the premise that these cells express PV, the intrinsic properties differed significantly from other cell classes in APC (PV-cre, SST-cre, GIN) as well as G42 cells recorded in neocortex of the same slices (Figure [5H](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). These G42 neurons are characterized by exceptionally high input resistance (*R*~in~: 456 ± 39 MΩ), time constant (τ~m~: 21 ± 2.0 ms), Sag (2.3 ± 0.4 mV), and spike frequency adaptation (AR: 4.3 ± 0.9; Figures [5A,H](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). This suggests that G42 neurons form a cluster that is highly distinct from PV-cre cells in APC that are characterized by low *R*~in~ (75 ± 8.0 MΩ); τ~m~ (4.7 ± 0.4 ms); Sag (0.1 ± 0.02 mV); and AR (1.2 ± 0.07). Further, we did not record any PV-cre cells in L2/3 of APC with properties resembling G42 cells. These findings suggest that G42 cells represent a small, highly unique subgroup that are not representative of the majority of PV cells in APC. Thus, we abandoned crosses of G42 and SST-cre lines as a method to assess inhibition of PV-interneurons by SST-cells.

SST-cells broadly inhibit L2/3 interneurons
-------------------------------------------

To investigate inhibition mediated by SST-cells, we crossed SST-cre mice with Ai32 mice to express ChR2 and yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) in SST cells (SST-ChR2). We used brief flashes of blue light (see Methods) to evoke action potentials in SST-cells while recording IPSCs in postsynaptic, YFP(−) interneurons in lower L2 and L3. To investigate whether SST-mediated inhibition differs between interneuron subtypes in piriform cortex, we clustered YFP(−) interneurons based on the intrinsic properties available (*R*~in~, τ~m~, and Sag) in the presence of the sodium channel blocker, QX-314. We also included PV-cre cells (*n* = 9) recorded with QX-314 as benchmark neurons in the clustering analysis.

Clustering analysis produced two main branches. The first branch consisted of two clusters of interneurons with low *R*~in~ (\< 200 MΩ) and Sag (\< 0.30 mV) values \[Group 1 (G1), G2; Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, Figures [6A,B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}\]. Since nearly all of the benchmark PV-cre cells were found in G1, we putatively identified interneurons in this cluster as PV-cells (pPV). Moreover, G1 neurons differed significantly from G3 to G5 interneurons in many intrinsic properties (Figures [6B1--B3](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) suggestive of a distinct subclass. However, one PV-cre cell was found in G2 and the distributions of intrinsic properties of G2 did not significantly differ from G1 (*p* \> 0.05, KW-test, Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Thus, we cannot rule out the possibility G2 also contains some PV cells. The second branch had three possible clusters (G3, G4, G5) consisting of interneurons with higher *R*~in~ (\>200 MΩ) and/or Sag (\>1.0 mV) values than G1 or G2 (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, Figures [5A,B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Although we cannot definitively identify these clusters as distinct subtypes of interneurons, Groups 3--5 appear to be distinguished by unique combinations of low or high *R*~in~, τ~m~, and Sag.

###### 

**Intrinsic properties of interneurons that receive SST-mediated inhibition**.

  **Cluster**   ***n***   ***R*~in~**   **τ~m~**      **Sag**       **IPSC (pAs)**
  ------------- --------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ----------------
  PV-cre        8         100 ± 13.7    7.38 ± 0.96   0.15 ± 0.03   n/a
  G1 (pPV)      10        87.8 ± 6.52   9.90 ± 0.91   0.07 ± 0.02   28.2 ± 6.92
  G2            12        166 ± 7.89    14.3 ± 1.01   0.28 ± 0.04   15.6 ± 3.16
  G3            8         228 ± 20.2    22.5 ± 2.90   0.43 ± 0.18   12.7 ± 4.07
  G4            8         218 ± 20.8    14.0 ± 1.81   1.18 ± 0.15   3.73 ± 0.80
  G5            6         427 ± 75.4    34.8 ± 2.09   2.06 ± 0.25   6.39 ± 1.96
  SST           6         120 ± 11.4    10.2 ± 1.08   0.56 ± 0.20   16.0 ± 2.97

The mean ± SE values for subthreshold intrinsic properties and IPSC strengths recorded in interneurons grouped according to the clusters shown Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. Abbreviations and units as listed for Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

![**Inhibition of L2/3 interneurons by SST-interneurons. (A)** YFP(−) interneurons were clustered according to subthreshold intrinsic properties into five groups (G1--G5). Identified PV-cre cells (indicated in blue) were included as benchmark neurons and clustered almost exclusively with G1. Thus, we denote G1 interneurons as pPV (blue). **(B)** Comparisons of subthreshold property distributions presented as median and quartiles (Q~1~, Q~3~) between groups (pPV, G2--G5, and SST; ^\*^*p* \< 0.05, KW-test) (**B1**) input resistance (*R*~*in*~), **(B2)** time constant (τ~m~), and **(B3)** Sag. Gray x\'s indicate outliers. **(C)** Representative IPSCs recorded in interneurons from each group. **(D)** Comparison of the distributions (median, Q~1~, Q~3~) of IPSC strength taken as the area under the IPSC (Charge, pAs) across groups (^\*^*p* \< 0.05, ^\*\*^*p* \< 0.01, KW-test). **(E)** Mean IPSC strength was significantly greater in pPV cells compared to other interneurons (G2--G5) recorded in the same slice (*p* \< 0.01, WSR-test).](fncir-10-00062-g0006){#F6}

Next we analyzed IPSC strength with respect to the groups of interneurons defined by cluster analysis (pPV, G2, G3, G4, G5) as well as identified SST-cells. Nearly all YFP(−) interneurons received inhibition (*n* = 43, 95%) from SST-cells. In addition, we recorded IPSCs in a small number of YFP(+) SST-ChR2 cells (*n* = 6/6). This latter finding was surprising because it has been previously reported that SST-cells do not inhibit each other in neocortex (Pfeffer et al., [@B32]). Representative IPSCs for each group are shown in Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}. Since the IPSCs correspond to the inhibitory inputs from population of SST interneurons, strength was taken as the area (pAs) of the IPSC (Figure [6D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). IPSC strengths were highly variable in pPV cells (G1) but showed reduced variability in the other interneuron groups. The distributions of IPSC strengths differed significantly between pPV cells \[median (M) 23.8; quartiles (Q~1~) 11.0; Q~3~ 39.8 pAs\] and G3 (M 3.73; Q~1~ 2.66; Q~3~ 5.66 pAs, *p* \< 0.01 KW-test) and G5 interneurons (M 4.66; Q~1~ 3.11; Q~3~ 10.6 pAs, *p* \< 0.05 KW-test). IPSC distributions also differed between G3 and G2 (M 12.3; Q~1~ 9.10; Q~3~ 15.3 pAs, *p* \< 0.05 KW-test) and SST interneurons (M 14.3; Q~1~ 12.4; Q~3~ 15.6 pAs, *p* \< 0.05 KW-test). Finally, the mean inhibitory strength differed significantly between G2 (15.7 ± 3.2 pAs) and G3 (3.7 ± 0.8, *p*: 0.028, ANOVA-Welch), while the differences in means between G3 and pPV cells (28.3 ± 6.92 pAs, *p*: 0.051) and SST cells (16.4 ± 3.0, *p*: 0.053) were barely insignificant. These findings suggest that the mean and variability of inhibitory strength mediated by SST-cells may depend on the target interneuron.

We explored other explanations for correlations between interneuron groups and IPSC strength. We tested the possibility that IPSC strength was correlated with input resistance regardless of interneuron group (Supplemental Figure [1A](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). There was a weak, but significant, negative correlation (*R* = −0.36, *p*: 0.022, Pearson) between *R*~in~ and IPSC strength across all neurons. However, sequential removal of individual interneuron groups revealed this correlation was strongly biased by pPV cells that have the lowest *R*~in~ and the highest IPSCs values. In the absence of pPV cells, there is no correlation between *R*~in~ and IPSC strength (*r* = −0.29, *p*: 0.107). To investigate whether trends in the data may be attributed to animal or litter we plotted IPSC strength chronologically by animal and litter (Supplemental Figure [1B](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We also plotted the mean strength (± 1 *SD*) for all IPSCs (14.3 ± 14.1 pAs). Altogether we recorded IPSCs in 49 interneurons in 28 slices from 18 animals from eight litters over the course of 1 year. Nearly all IPSCs regardless of animal or litter fell within 1 *SD* of the mean IPSC strength. Of the outliers, 5/7 were recorded in pPV cells and did not depend on litter or animal. Further, the mean IPSC strength calculated without the values for any one litter did not differ from the overall mean (Supplemental Figure [1C](#SM1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, there did not appear to be any significant trend in IPSC strength attributable to animal or litter.

All of our findings suggest that pPV cells are differentially inhibited by SST-cells. In 10/18 mice, multiple interneuron classes were recorded in a single animal. When pPV cells were one of the classes (*n* = 6/10 animals), pPV cells received the strongest inhibition in 5/6 cases. In the remaining 4 animals, G2 neurons, which are the most similar to pPV interneurons, received the strongest inhibition. Within slice comparisons revealed that pPV cells received significantly stronger inhibition (23.3 ± 4.17 pAs) than other classes (9.69 ± 1.84 pAs, *p*: 0.01, WSR-test; 4 slices, *n* = 8 comparisons, Figure [6E](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). While these findings are intriguing, they may be the most susceptible to off-target recombination in PV-cells, given that \~50% of PV(+) cells co-express tdTom in SST-tdTom mice (Figure [4F](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Neocortical PV-cells can strongly inhibit each other but minimally inhibit other interneuron classes (Pfeffer et al., [@B32]). Although it is unlikely that the entirety of the inhibition received by pPV cells is mediated by PV-cell inhibition, it is possible that the additive effects of this inhibition could differentially contribute to the strength and variability of the population IPSCs. We attempted to quantify PV-to-PV cell inhibition but were unable evoke enough ChR2 current to elicit spike responses in PV-cells in slices from transgenic crosses (PV-cre × Ai32) or PV-ChR2 mice (Zhao et al., [@B45]). Thus, it would be important to verify these findings in the future using viral expression methodologies.

Nonetheless, we show that SST-cells provide inhibition to a majority of L3 interneurons and a variety of different interneuron classes in APC consistent with reports from other neocortical areas (Pfeffer et al., [@B32]; Jiang et al., [@B16]). Further, we find that SST-cells can inhibit each other in APC. These findings suggest that SST-cells play an important role in regulating network inhibition during olfactory processing in piriform cortex.

Inhibition of pyramidal cells
-----------------------------

Finally, we investigated the SST-mediated inhibition of L2/3 PCs in SST-ChR2 mice. All PCs recorded (*n* = 21) received inhibition from SST-cells. IPSCs were recorded at 0 mV using either K^+^-gluconate (*n* = 11) or Cs^+^-gluconate (*n* = 10) internal solutions. IPSCs were significantly stronger when using Cs^+^-gluconate (59.8 ± 8.59 pAs) than K^+^-gluconate (15.5 ± 4.98 pAs, *p*: 0.0003, unpaired *t*-test; Figure [7A](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Since Cs^+^-gluconate solutions improve space clamp, we use this solution in the remaining experiments.

![**Inhibition of L3 pyramidal cells by SST-interneurons. (A)** Mean IPSC strength significantly differed recorded in pyramidal cells with K-Gluconate (gray) vs. Cs-Gluconate (black) internal solutions (^\*\*^*p* \< 0.01, unpaired *t*-test). **(B)** Schematic of locations for distal (L1B) vs. proximal (L3, soma) gabazine (GZ) application. **(C)** Time course of IPSCs recorded in response to somatic and distal application of GZ in an example cell. IPSC strength was normalized to the average pre-GZ strength (black circles, 1). Open circles indicate GZ applications. IPSC responses to GZ application (top) correspond to average of colored circles (Red, GZ soma; Blue, GZ L1B; Purple, GZ L1B+Soma). IPSC amplitudes recovered between somatic and L1B applications (Wash, 2) but not following L1B application. **(D)** IPSC strength in response to somatic GZ application (open triangles) significantly differs from pre-GZ baseline (filled triangles) and somatic+L1B application (squares, ^\*^*p* \< 0.05, WSR-test). **(E)** The percent contribution of distal (L1B) and proximal (somatic) inhibition to the total inhibition recorded at baseline. "Other" corresponds to the percent of inhibition that remained during GZ application at both the soma and L1B.](fncir-10-00062-g0007){#F7}

In a subset of L3 PCs (*n* = 6), we investigated SST-mediated inhibition of perisomatic regions vs. dendrites in L1B. Both regions have highly fluorescent neuropil in SST-tdTom mice indicative of projections from SST-cells (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We locally applied the GABA~A~ receptor antagonist, Gabazine (GZ, 40 μM, see Methods) to the soma, to L1B, then to both sites simultaneously while recording light-evoked IPSCs in L3 PCs (schematic, Figure [7B](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). We chose L3 PCs because the somas and L1B were 221 ± 23.9 μm apart and offered better isolation of proximal vs. distal inhibition. Proximal inhibition was blocked by GZ application at the soma, while distal inhibition was blocked by GZ in L1B. Typically 10 min recovery time was allotted between applications at somatic and L1B sites. However, only two cells demonstrated sufficient recovery from GZ application at the soma to separately assess the contribution proximal inhibition by blockade of L1B (Figure [7C](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). None of the cells recorded showed sufficient recovery from L1B application in the time allotted (as seen in Figure [7C](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, GZ was simultaneously applied at both the soma and L1B. This blocked greater than 90% of the total inhibition in all cells.

Somatic GZ application significantly reduced inhibition from 40.6 ± 9.82 to 18.4 ± 5.59 pAs (*p*: 0.025 WSR-test, Figure [7D](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) suggesting that the remaining inhibition (\~45%) is attributed to dendritic synapses. Simultaneous somatic and L1B GZ application further reduced IPSC strength (4.07 ± 1.64 pAs, *p*: 0.025, WSR-test). Since \~8 ± 3% of inhibition remained following simultaneous GZ application at both sites, we subtracted this value in our estimates of the percent contributions of somatic and dendritic inhibition. Overall, we find that distal L1B inhibitory synapses account for at least 39 ± 7% of the inhibition received by PCs while proximal somatic synapses provide 43 ± 7% (Figure [7E](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). These values did not significantly differ (*p* \> 0.05, WRS-test). Thus, in addition to dendritic inhibition, our findings suggest that SST-cells also contribute to perisomatic inhibition of PCs. However, given that some PV-cells express ChR2 in SST-cre animals, further experiments are required to fully isolate the role of SST-cells in somatic inhibition. It is highly unlikely that off-target recombination in PV-cells contributes significantly to dendritic inhibition in L1B of PCs because PV-cells minimally project to this layer (Figures [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, these findings do confirm that SST-mediated inhibition regulates distal dendritic processing of afferent (L1A) and recurrent inputs (L1B) as predicted by anatomical projections.

Discussion {#s4}
==========

The development of transgenic lines that selectively target SST-cells (SST-cre, GIN) or PV-cells (PV-cre and G42) has been highly beneficial with respect to understanding the roles of these interneurons classes in cortical processing. The target neurons in these lines have been described with respect to anatomical distribution, SST or PV expression, and intrinsic neuronal properties in a number of neocortical sensory areas including visual, somatosensory, and auditory cortex (Chattopadhyaya et al., [@B5]; Ma et al., [@B24]; Kuhlman and Huang, [@B22]; Oswald and Reyes, [@B31]; Hu et al., [@B15]). However, despite their utility, few studies have characterized these transgenic lines outside of neocortex (Oliva et al., [@B30]; Cabezas et al., [@B3]; Nassar et al., [@B28]). In this study we describe a number of important and novel findings with respect to the distributions, physiology, and connectivity of SST cells in piriform cortex.

Distributions and electrophysiological properties of SST interneurons
---------------------------------------------------------------------

We started with the simple assumption that the distributions and properties of interneurons selectively labeled in SST-cre, PV-cre, GIN, and G42 mice are comparable across sensory cortical areas regardless of paleocortical or neocortical location. The anatomical distributions of SST-cre and PV-cre cell somas and neuropil are consistent with immunohistochemical studies in olfactory cortex (Gavrilovici et al., [@B13]; Suzuki and Bekkers, [@B38]; Kay and Brunjes, [@B19]). Specifically, the density of SST-cre cells is greater than PV-cre cells and the somas of both classes are predominantly located in deep layers of the APC. Further, SST-cre cells project to L1B and L2/3 while PV-cre cells project mainly to L2/3. However, SST and PV cells in the GIN and G42 lines, respectively, are sparse in piriform cortex. Although GIN and SST-cre cell populations overlap in APC, GIN cells account for only 2--6% of all SST-cells. G42 cells are located in deep L3 of APC and endopiriform cortex and have the strikingly different electrophysiological properties compared to PV-cre cells. Thus, while cre-lines encompass of the majority of SST and PV cells in piriform cortex, GIN and G42 lines only represent small subsets of SST or PV cell types. Thus, we caution against using GIN and G42 lines as the sole markers of SST or PV cells in piriform cortex.

In the absence of fluorescent markers, neocortical SST cells have been distinguished by broad spike widths and regular (RS) or low threshold (LTS) spiking patterns while PV cells are FS and have narrow spike widths (Kawaguchi and Kubota, [@B17], [@B18]; Kubota and Kawaguchi, [@B21]; Nowak et al., [@B29]; Casale et al., [@B4]). These distinctions have been the basis for both *in vitro* and *in vivo* characterization of these classes. However, we find that \~70% of SST-cre cells in piriform cortex have FS responses and narrow spike widths that are superficially indistinguishable from PV-cre cells. Nonetheless, we show that SST and PV cells with FS properties can be differentiated with relatively low error using clustering algorithms and a number of suprathreshold (i.e., CV~ISI~) and/or subthreshold (i.e., Sag) properties.

At least three classes of SST-cells have been described based on selective GFP labeling in GIN, X98, and X94 transgenic lines (Ma et al., [@B24]; Nassar et al., [@B28]). Interneurons in the X94 line have FS and/or stuttering properties similar to PV cells (Ma et al., [@B24]; Xu et al., [@B44]). Neocortical X94 cells do not project to L1 but provide substantial inhibition to PV cells as well as excitatory cells located in the same or nearby layers (Ma et al., [@B24]; Xu et al., [@B44]). Our findings suggest that FS SST-cells in piriform cortex are similar to X94 cells and could locally inhibit PV and PCs in L2/3. Conversely, interneurons in the GIN and X98 lines exhibit RS responses and project axons to L1 (Ma et al., [@B24]). While the properties of RS cells in piriform cortex were more consistent with neocortical GIN cells than X98 cells, RS neurons were sampled more often (30%) than predicted by the sparseness of GIN cells (\< 5% of SST cells) suggesting they may be akin to X98 cells. Nonetheless, the RS SST-cre cells we recorded are likely the same class of interneurons as SST(+), regular-spiking multipolar (rMP) cells that project to L1 of piriform cortex (Suzuki and Bekkers, [@B37]). Taken together, our findings suggest at least two classes of SST cells exist in APC that are consistent with X94 and GIN/X98 classifications.

SST-interneuron mediated inhibition
-----------------------------------

SST-cells are a major source of inhibition to PCs and a wide variety of interneurons in neocortex (Fino and Yuste, [@B11]; Pfeffer et al., [@B32]; Xu et al., [@B44]; Jiang et al., [@B16]). We find that SST-cells inhibited nearly all recorded neurons in APC, including PCs, SST cells, pPV cells, and four other unidentified types of inhibitory interneuron found in L2/3. With respect to PCs, we find that SST-cells strongly inhibit distal dendritic regions in L1B and likely, perisomatic regions. However, the latter could be contaminated in this study by off-target recombination in PV-cells. Nonetheless, our findings confirm a role for SST-cells in mediating dendritic inhibition in L1 and thus, regulating the flow of information from afferent (L1A) and recurrent (L1B) networks. An interesting possibility is that distal vs. proximal inhibition is mediated by RS (GIN/X98) vs. FS (X94-like) SST cells.

In contrast to previous findings that SST cells do not inhibit each other in neocortex (Pfeffer et al., [@B32]), we find that SST cells inhibit other SST cells in piriform cortex. Further, postsynaptic SST cells had subthreshold properties consistent with FS rather than RS SST-cells. This finding further supports the notion that different SST classes may play different functional roles in piriform cortex. We were unable to fully investigate the diversity or proportion of SST-interneurons inhibited because of ChR2 contamination. However, it is unlikely these findings are due to off-target expression in PV-cells. The rate of finding these cells was too high (6/6) given the low percentage (14%) of PV SST-tdTom cells that are PV(+). Moreover, PV cells rarely and only weakly inhibit SST-cells (Pfeffer et al., [@B32]).

Finally, SST cells inhibited the majority of interneurons recorded in L2/3 of piriform cortex as previously shown in neocortex (Pfeffer et al., [@B32]; Jiang et al., [@B16]). Although electrophysiological traits are not entirely indicative of neural class, we were able to cluster YFP(−) interneurons into five groups using the three subthreshold parameters (*R*~in~, τ~m~, and Sag). In particular, putative PV (pPV) interneurons clustered with identified PV-cre cells recorded under the same conditions. Interestingly, the distributions IPSC strengths co-varied with these interneuron groups. The strongest and most variable IPSC strengths were recorded pPV, Group 2 (G2), and SST interneurons. These groups were most similar with respect to *R*~n~, τ~m~, and Sag. Group 3 and 5 interneurons, tended toward higher *R*~n~, τ~m~, and Sag values, and received weaker, less variable inhibition. Group 3 interneurons in particular, routinely received weaker inhibition when compared with other interneuron types in the same slice or animal.

Since we did not know the interneuron groups in advance, multiple comparisons between groups were required, which greatly reduced overall statistical power. However, our findings suggest refined hypotheses are possible provided interneuron classes are identified. For example, when we used vasoactive intestinal peptide expressing interneurons (VIP-cre) as benchmark neurons (data not shown), these clustered with G3 interneurons. In other cortical areas, VIP interneurons preferentially target SST and PV cells over PCs (Lee et al., [@B23]; Pfeffer et al., [@B32]; Pi et al., [@B33]; Fu et al., [@B12]). Conversely, calbindin (CB) expressing interneurons have the highest density in APC and CB is frequently co-expressed in PV cells (Suzuki and Bekkers, [@B38]). We speculate that G2 interneurons are CB-interneurons. A potential hypothesis is that SST cells provide stronger inhibition to PC-targeting interneurons (i.e., PV, CB, SST) vs. interneuron targeting interneurons (i.e., VIP cells). It is clear that additional and very different experiments are required to investigate these possibilities.

Potential caveats
-----------------

Expression patterns can differ between techniques that involve crossbreeding cre-mice with reporter or optogenetic lines like Ai14 or Ai32 vs. viral expression techniques. Using crossbreeding, we find consistent expression of tdTom as well as ChR2 evoked IPSC amplitudes across animals and litters. Further, there is more uniform spatial expression within animals. This is advantageous with respect to capturing weak or spatially dependent responses that would be susceptible to variable expression using viral techniques. However, a potential drawback of crossbreeding is off-target recombination in neurons that transiently express SST during development (Hu et al., [@B15]). We find that \~75--85% of SST-tdTom cells in APC express somatostatin \[SST(+)\] but this may be an underestimate given the variability of SST immunolabeling across cells. We also found that 6--15% of SST-tdTom cells express parvalbumin (PV(+)). It is unlikely that PV(+) labeling in SST-tdTom tissue is due to non-specific staining given the \~95% overlap of PV(+) and tdTom(+) cells in PV-tdTom animals. Finally, although interneurons that co-express PV and SST have been reported in L3 of rats (Cummings, [@B10]), we find that only 6% of PV-tdTom cells are SST(+). Thus, we cannot rule out off-target recombination as a factor in our experiments. Nonetheless, we expect that the our main findings are not qualitatively affected by off-target recombination since the majority of SST-cre cells are indeed SST(+) and only a small number are PV(+). However, we have highlighted results throughout that may be quantitatively susceptible. Going forward, it would be useful to verify the findings of this study using viral transfections in older animals that minimize the potential for developmentally regulated off-target recombination.

Conclusions {#s5}
===========

In summary, we report several findings with respect to SST and PV interneurons in piriform cortex. First, GIN and G42 transgenic lines only represent a small subset of the SST and PV cell populations in piriform cortex. Second, only one-third of SST cells are classically RS and the remaining SST cells exhibit FS properties similar to PV cells suggesting at least two classes of SST-cells in piriform cortex. Third, SST cells inhibit distal dendritic and likely perisomatic regions of PCs. Fourth, SST cells provide broad inhibition to nearly all interneuron classes recorded, including SST and pPV cells. And fifth, SST cells may differentially inhibit interneuron classes such as PV cells. Our findings suggest that SST cells are poised to function in a number of different inhibitory circuits including dendritic regulation of afferent and recurrent excitation in PCs, inhibition of interneurons, and potentially disinhibition of PCs through SST-Interneuron-PC circuits. Overall, these findings suggest that SST-cells play a prominent role in regulating network excitation and inhibition during olfactory processing.
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